Result Section

Result for DNB Final Theory Examination June 2009 held on 13th & 14th June 2009 has been declared for the following specialties:

1. Anesthesiology
2. ENT
3. General Surgery
4. Ophthalmology
5. Orthopedics
6. Pathology
7. Radio-Diagnosis

The Result can be seen at NBE website at www.natboard.edu.in.

Candidates whose result are declared with “**” against their names may note the following:

** These candidates were allowed to appear in the DNB Final Theory Examination June 2009 after being declared Provisionally Eligible as they had not completed their two/three years of mandatory training at the time of submission of their application form. Their results are declared only on the basis of their being provisional eligible. For appearing in the next DNB Examination, these candidates must submit their Final Training Completion Certificate as per format of Annexure "VI" of Information Bulletin. In the forthcoming examination these candidates will not be permitted to appear provisionally.